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About This Content

This new challenging vertical map will make you cross European Nordic Countries. From Copenhagen in Denmark to Helsinki
in Finland, discover the snowy landscape by crossing Norway and Sweden. Succeed in building one of the biggest paths in the

app. With this brand new vertical and competitive map, Ticket to Ride makes you cross the great countries of Northern Europe.
Go from Copenhagen, Denmark to Helsinki, Finland through the snowy territories of Sweden and Norway.

Faithful to the board game’s expansion, this new map introduces specific and exciting rules:

 Locomotives can’t be used as wild cards to claim regular routes anymore: they can only be used on tunnels and ferries.

 If you are missing a locomotive to claim a ferry route, you can replace it with any three cards of any color.

 Finally, one of the routes will be particularly difficult to own, as it will require 9 train cars to be acquired, which is the
longest Ticket to Ride ever had so far. Its other characteristic is that even if you don’t have 9 cards of the same color,
you can fill any missing train car with any 4 cards of other colors.

The Nordic Countries vertical map promises high tension games and fierce battles to be the first to own the routes essential to
your strategy. Will you be ingenious enough to become the greatest railway company of Nordic Countries?
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Don't buy Asmodee games. They ban you from playing a game you paid for without warning or without giving you a reason.
Maybe they have one, maybe they don't, but they certainly don't tell you.
I didn't even know I was banned until my girlfriend sent them an email. A couple weeks later she got the response letting her
know. I thought the game was just broken. I logged in, but it kept taking me to the login screen. I was banned from one game, so
I was banned for all of them and couldn't play any of them I owned. So if you get banned in Mysterium, you are banned from
Ticket to Ride, Smallworld, Carcassonne, etc. This company is a scam and should be taken off of Steam. Keep in mind I paid
for these games and am playing with my friends, but becuase I said words they don't like, I cannot play a game I paid for. And it
isn't even a pub match.

Also, when you are playing in a friends only game, you are censored and muted if you repeatedly (twice) cuss or say the
historical figure's name "Hitler".. The board takes up less than one third of the screen. Nearly unplayable because everything is
so small. Too bad too because me and my family love the real Nordic Countries map.. This is my favorite expansion to play in
the physical boardgame - been waiting and hoping for this to play online!. This map is pretty fun, though I'll admit it's not one of
my favorites. I enjoy the way destination cards are selected at the beginning, and the long route in the north is an interesting
feature. The player limitation also presents an interesting dynamic for the map.
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